The communication latency presents a major challenge to achieving high responsiveness for Internet-based cooperative editing systems. In this paper, we propose conflict control locking (post-locking) schemes for conflict resolution in real-time object-based cooperative graphics editors. With these schemes, no locking request is needed before applying an editing operation to an object, instead, a lock will automatically be generated by the system i f a conflict occurs. Lock ownership assigning rules ure devised for the schemes. With a spec$c post-locking approach, algorithms and implementation techniques, such as, lock synchronisation detection, voting, and group intention realisation, are discussed in detail.
Introduction
Distributed real-time cooperative editors allow a group of users to view and edit the same document at the same time from geographically dispersed sites connected by communication networks in general, the Internet in particular. They are very useful facilities in advanced Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) applications, such as, cooperative CADKASE.
In a distributed environment with non-deterministic latency, a replicated architecture is usually adopted for the storage of shared documents, in order to meet the requirement for high responsiveness [3, 141. The major challenge of supporting unconstrained cooperative editing is the management of multiple streams of concurrent activities so that document consistency can be maintained in the course of conflicts. Various concurrency control techniques and algorithms have been proposed to tackle this issue.
Locking is a widely used concurrency control technique either in database systems or cooperative applications. Conflicts can be prevented by locking, but locking is undesirable because it interrupts users in their work and causes unnecessary overhead, that is, a locking operation has to be generated before any editing operations.
Due to the restrictiveness of locking approaches, some cooperative editing systems dispense any locking altogether [5, 161 . These systems rely upon social protocols and users' awareness of others' actions to prevent conflicts, and hope that if conflicts do occur they can be quickly and easily resolved.
Their major assumption is the number of collaborators is small and each user can instantly see changes made by other users to shared objects (i.e., so called What You See Is What I See: WYSIWIS).
This approach is responsive and unconstrained. However, it may fail in the following two situations [IO] . First, as either the document grows in size or the number of collaborators increases, the WYSIWIS property is difficult to maintain. Second, the quality of awareness that an application can provide is highly sensitive to the delay in delivering one user's actions to other users. Thus applications that rely on awareness to prevent conflicts may not function well in an environment with high-latency communications systems, such as the Internet.
This paper examines the concurrency control problem associated with object-based cooperative graphics editors. In these systems, objects such as line, circle, etc., can be created, modified or deleted. Each object is represented by attribute type and value pairs. Attribute types consist of colour, size, position, group, etc. After an object has been created, operations, such as, move, resize, fill, can be applied to change attribute values of that object.
Conflict prevention is preferred to cure in the systems where a locking approach is adopted. In highly responsive and unconstrained cooperative editing systems, we prefer "cure" to "prevention", with an assumption that users are cooperative and conflicts are rare. We take an optimistic approach, where no locking request is needed before any editing operations. If conflicts do occur, supporting mechanisms will be provided to help users resolve them. That is, we take a risk and provide risk management techniques at the mean time, without leaving the users to suffering from the pain.
In this paper, we propose a class of conflict management schemes, called conflict control locking, for object-based cooperative graphics editors. Conceptually, it is a fine-grained extension of conventional version control approaches in multi-user environments [6] . Technically, it is based on a multi-versioning approach which has been proposed recently [ 1, 171. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces some background information and definition:;. Then, we present lock ownership assigning rules for different' conflict control locking schemes in Section 3. Next algorithms and implementation techniques for a specific conflict control locking scheme are discussed in Section 4. The conflict control locking approaches are compared to related work in Section 5. Finally, major results are summarised and further work is discussed in Section 6.
Previous Work
In this section, the basic concepts and definitions adopted in this paper are briefly presented. For details, the reader is referred t o [ 1, 17, 181.
A Consistency Model
A cooperative editing system is said to be consistent if it always maintains the following three properties: convergence, causality-preservation and intentionpreservation.
Causality-preservation can be achieved by using a distributed algorithm [ 181. In object-based cooperative editors, achieving convergence is a relatively simple issue, due to the commutability of primitive operations. The intention of operation 0 is the execution effect that can be achieved by applying 0 on the document state from which 0 was generated. Intention-preservation is supported by the multi-versioning approach.
The Multi-versioning Approach
If two concurrent operations attempt to change the same attribute of an object to different values, then conflict occurs. Operations with this type of relationship are called conflicting operations. It is impossible for the system to accommodate conflicting intentions in the same target object. The only way to preserve the intentions of both operations is to make two replica objects from the original object, and then apply the two conflicting operations to the two replicas separately. The resulting effect is that no conflicting operations are applied to the same replica o r version. If two operations are not conflicting, then they are compatible. The effects of compatible operations can be applied to the same object without causing intention violation. In a highly concurrent real-time cooperative editing environment, a group of operations may have rather arbitrary and complex relationships, their combined replication effect is a set of versions (VS). Each version is the result of executing a set of compatible operations. All operations applied to the same version are compatible. For any two different versions, there exists at least one operation in one version that is conflicting with one or more operations in the other version. Therefore the multiversioning approach can preserve users' conflicting intentions in a consistent way.
Any created versions are distinguished by unique identifiers assigned during replication so new operations can be generated to edit specific versions. Each operation can be uniquely identified by an identifier, and any object version is identified by a set of operation identifiers.
Obviously it is not necessary to include the identifier of any operation which is compatible with all other operations applied to the object in conflicting into the versions' identifiers.
Conflict Control Locking Schemes
In this section we discuss the role of conflict control locking in cooperative editing systems, and present lock ownership assigning rules for the conflict control locking schemes proposed in this paper.
The Role of Conflict Control Locking
There are mainly two categories of locking schemes in the existing group editors. One is pessimistic locking: to ensure consistency, before an operation can be generated to edit an object, a lock on that object must be obtained. This will guarantee that only one user, the lock owner, can edit an object at a time. However, users are blocked between the time a lock is requested and the time it is granted. The other is optimistic Cocking, in which a user is permitted to edit an object while waiting for the requested lock. If the locking request is indeed successful, the user is able to continue editing the object. If the locking request finally fails, the user is not allowed to continue editing this object, and what this user has done during waiting for the lock will be undone. Due to its non-blocking and responsive nature, optimistic locking is regarded better suited to an environment where communication latency is high but conflicts are rare [4] .
The optimistic locking category can still be divided into two sub-categories, i.e., compulsory locking and optional locking. Compulsory locking means that a lock must be requested (either explicitly or implicitly) before updating an object. A locking scheme is optional in the sense that a user may update any (unlocked) object without necessarily requesting a lock on it [2,19]. If a lock has been placed on an object, however, a user can update this locked object only if s h e holds a lock on it. When multiple users are editing different regions, which is the most common case in cooperative editing, editing without requesting locks avoids locking overhead and does not cause any inconsistency problem. Only when multiple users may edit the same object of a document, should the users use locking before updating.
All existing locking schemes have two things in common. First, locking is conflict preventing. Second, a locking request (if it is required as in optional locking) is issued before an editing operation in order to get a lock, whether explicitly by a user or implicitly by the system, either compulsory or optional. They can be categorised as conflict-prevention-locking or pre-editing-locking, in short, pre-locking. In contrast to existing locking schemes, the locking schemes proposed in this paper are conflictcontrol-locking or post-editing-locking, in short, postlocking. Within the schemes, users need not issue a lock request before editing an object. Instead, locking will automatically be enforced by the system only when two or more concurrent operations target a same object, leading to a conflict. In the meantime, the users will be notified of the conflict. This lock may be shared by two or more users, depending on who have issued the concurrent operations and what kind of conflict control locking schemes are adopted. No further operations from other users except the owners are allowed to target the object (replicated versions).
Instead of preventing conflicts, the post-locking schemes aim at controlling conflicts only if they occur. While the schemes can be made non-blocking and highly responsive as with optional locking, they completely avoid any pre-locking overhead.
Unlike pre-locking schemes, locking is generated implicitly by the system in post-locking schemes. Locking operations are executed only on the local copies of the document in a distributed way. Each site locks the involved objects automatically. Therefore, timestamp and propagation are not needed for locking operations
The conflict control locking schemes are based on the multi-versioning approach [ 171. Without such an approach, it is not possible to preserve individual users' conflicting intentions, although conflicts can still be controlled. When a conflict occurs, interested users can adjust their actions properly, according to further negotiation or coordination within the group. For example, a voting procedure can be invoked, and group intended operations are selected and applied to the document, finally the conflict is resolved.
The multi-versioning approach was introduced to facilitate the version creation process, aiming at preserving individual users' intentions in a consistent way. The conflict control locking schemes are introduced in this paper to restrict the number of versions that can be created, to manage the created versions, to facilitate the resolution of the conjlicts, and to preserve a group intention.
Free Editing Approach
In order to categorise conflict control locking schemes, we need to introduce lock ownership. Let Owner(V) denotes a set of users who own the lock on object version V. Let IOwner(V)I denotes the number of users who owns the lock on V. A lock on a version V is purely exclusive if IOwner(V)I = 1; a lock on a version V is shared if IOwner(V)I > 1.
In terms of lock ownership of various versions of an object, conflict control locking schemes can be classified into four sub-categories: systemic (or representative) postlocking approach, shared exclusive post-locking approach, shared inclusive post-locking approach, and free editing approach.
For the free editing approach, every user own the locks by definition, i.e. for all versions V, ( i = 1, ..., m) in the current version set, Owner(V,) = { U ,
where U, denotes the user at site i, and N the number of participating sites. To put it in another way, there is no lock at all. Although the multi-versioning approach provides a mechanism to accommodate conflicting operations in a consistent way, conflict resolution is entirely left to the users. The users can further edit any versions. In an extreme, an infinite number of versions may be created. To the knowledge of authors, all current systems adopt this approach implicitly, if they allow multiple object versions. This approach places the burden of conflict resolution completely on to the users, without providing any further facility. It will be difficult for the users to reach an agreed upon result, i.e. group intention.
Systemic Post-locking Approach
With the systemic post-locking approach, no user except the system (local application) owns the lock, i.e. for all V, ( i = 1, ..., m), Owner(V,) = {the system]. When the first conflict occurs at a site, two versions of the targeted object will be created. Then the system locks both of them. After that, the user at that site is not allowed to generate any further operation targeting either of the object versions. Due to communication delays, operations may arrive in different orders at different sites. Newly arrived operations may be independent of both or one of the conflicting operations, they should be applied to the current versions in a proper way according to the multiversioning approach. Any new versions created are locked by the system. It will take a period of time, which we call lock synchronisation period, for each site to reach a stable set of versions, which are locked and globally consistent. The system's locking operation reduces the complexity caused by multiple version creation to a minimal level. This approach is the simplest and most useful one. The major disadvantage is that all users have to wait for the synchronisation of locking before they can start to resolve the conflicts. Fortunately, this is acceptable, since the users can still edit other objects that are not locked during this period of time.
As soon as the lock is synchronised, the system can pass the lock ownership on to a representative of the involved users, who may be the leader or supervisor of the group or sub-group (users who have generated operations targeting the object). This user now represents the group and has a purely exclusive lock on all the versions, i.e., for any V, ( i = 1, ..., m ) , Owner(V,) = {the representative}. S h e may edit or delete them to realise a group intention (presumably and implicitly), and then unlock the intended version(s). An altemalive to the lock transferring is that the system invokes a voting procedure and the conflicts are resolved by an explicit group intention. Further discussion of this approach is presented in the next section.
Shared Post-locking Approaches
Since only when a user completes all herhis intended operations on an object, can others fully understand her/his intention and make an intelligible decision, the systemic post-locking approach seems to be too restrictive. Here come the shared inclusive and shared exclusive postlocking approaches, which make it feasible. The major issue is who should have the right to further edit one or more of the versions.
Consider the simplest case where two conflicting operations 0, and 02, generated by users U , and U2 respectively, target the same object A. Two versions of the object will be created, i.e., V I and V2, where 0 1 and 0 2 have been applied respectively. Both of them are locked by the system, and we assume U , E Owner(Vl), U2 E Owner(Vz). If there are no more operations independent of them, then it seems straightforward to take an approach that U , and U2 have an exclusive lock on VI and V, respectively, i.e., Owner(Vl) = U , ; Owner(V2) = U2. No users can further edit any one of the versions except its owner. This is an example of the lock ownership assigning scheme adopted in the shared exclusive post-locking approach. Nevertheless, some of the other users may argue that they have the same intention as U , or U2, and want to participate in the further editing. So the scheme seems too restrictive to them. In this case, all the other users who have not generated any operations targeting the same object should be added to both of the owner sets, i.e.
Owner(V,) = U -{ U 2 ] , Owner(V2) = U -{Ui}, where U denotes the set of participating users. This is a special case of the scheme adopted in the shared inclusive post-locking approach.
If there is a set of independent operations, denoted by If U, did not generate any operation in OS, then U, owns the locks for all versions in VS, i.e. U, E
Owner(VS).
A similar strategy was adopted for optional locking [2] . Here a user can further edit any version unless s h e has generated an operation that is conflicting with one or more of the operations applied to it. In this sense it is inclusive. For the shared exclusive post-locking approach, the above rules are revised as follows:
If U, generated an operation 0, such that 0, E OS, and the identifier of 0, was added to any version Vk E VS, then U, E Owner(Vk). It is exclusive in the sense that only those users who have contributed an operation to a version, which is conflicting with one or more other operations in the OS, own the lock on the version, others are excluded. It is more restrictive than the inclusive one.
For any one of the above mentioned approaches, the more restrictive it is, the easier for the users to resolve the conflicts. In the case of either of the shared post-locking approaches is adopted, a user may not obtain an exclusive lock on a version, and no one has an exclusive lock on all versions. Therefore, other coordination techniques are needed. For example, a procedure can be provided to allow some users to give up their lock ownerships, so others may obtain an exclusive lock on a version. We call it lock abstaining. An alternative to the lock abstaining technique is lock delegating, where a user may transfer herhis ownership to others, eventually someone (e.g. the group leader) may get an exclusive lock on every versions, and the conflicts are easily resolved. Further discussions on them are beyond the scope of this paper.
In summary, when conflicts occur, if no user is allowed to further edit any versions of the object, then the systemic post-locking approach is adopted; if every user is allowed, then the free editing approach is adopted. Between the two extremes come the shared post-locking approaches. The characterising difference between the shared exclusive and the shared inclusive post-locking approaches is whether any user who does not generate any conflicting operation targeting the object should be excluded from or included into the owner sets of any object versions. Any user who owns a lock on a particular version can further edit it without being blocked.
Algorithms for Implementing Systemic Post-locking
In this section, we discuss algorithms and implementation techniques for the systemic post-locking approach.
Basic Data Structures
For implementing post-locking, each site needs to maintain a number of data structures, such as Version history list, History Buffer, State Vector, Locking Table, and State  Vector Table. A History Buffer (HB) is needed to keep track of executed editing operations [ 
181.
If an object is in conflicting, each version of it maintains a list of pointers, called Version History List (VHL), which point to operations applied to the version in the history buffer. VHL(G) denotes the list of compatible operations applied to version G .
Locking Table ( LT) is introduced to keep track of all the conflicts happened in the whole document. Each entry in the LT represents a locked object and its replicated versions. All entries in the LT together represent the current locking status of the document. The fields in each entry include: identifiers of all current versions of the object in conflicting, pointers to every version history lists, voters, state vectors and originating site identifiers of the first couple of conflicting operations, and a locking status indicator (LSI). Voters are a group of users whose operations have been applied to the locked versions of an object.
Locking status indicator (U0 represents each object's locking status:
Synchronising (conflicts occurred and there may be more concurrent operations coming), Synchronised (no more concurrent operations targeting the object), Voting (in the process of conflict resolution), and Agreedlipon (a group consensus is reached). To enforce the locking effect, any local editing operations must pass permission check before their execution.
These permission checks rely on the information saved in the local LT. If an operation's targeting object is in the LT, then it is not allowed to execute, and the user will be notified. Any causally ready remote operation received is executed without validation, for it has passed the permission check at its originating site. The result of permission check is obtained instantly without delay from synchronisation with other sites. In fact, such a useless effort of users can be avoided by a properly designed user interface.
A State Vector (SV) is used at each site to keep track of the number of executed (global) operations from each site.
It has N elements S w ] ( j= 0, . .., N-l), which represents the number of operations generated at site j and executed locally.
State Vector Table ( 
Lock Synchronisation Detection
A lock is synchronised if no more forthcoming operations are independent of the operations that have been applied to the locked object versions. In systemic post-locking approach, we assume when a conflict occurs the targeted object (or replicated versions created from it) is automatically locked. That means: if two operations, 0, and ob, which are the first couple of conflicting operations targeting an object G, are executed at site i, then no more operations will be generated at site i to target the replicated versions created from G. It should be noted that both 0, and Ob could be generated by any sites. Although the first couple of conflicting operations at site i may not be the same as at site j ( i # j ) , the lock is considered synchronised at site i if it has the knowledge that its first couple of conflicting operations have been executed at all sites. Therefore if both of the conflicting operations 0, and o b have been executed at the virtual site, then the lock is considered synchronised, though some sites may not yet know that. The lock synchronisation detection procedure is invoked after processing each remote operation or message. We can see that each site perceives the lock synchronisation time based on its own knowledge about the states of other sites in a completely distributed fashion.
Conflict Resolution by Voting
As soon as a lock is synchronised, the system may transfer the lock to a representative of the sub-group (i.e. voters). S h e can then resolve the conflicts by exclusive locking. Here we assume that a more democratic technique is adopted, i.e., a voting procedure will be invoked to get a group intention. Generally it is triggered when the lock is synchronised. It is worth pointing out that a remote voting message may come before the local application is aware of that the lock is synchronised. In this case the locking status indicator is updated to Synchronised by the remote voting message.
Algorithm 2:
The voting procedure ( 1 ) Update the LSI to Voting. ( 2 ) Wait for the voting messages from the voters. If more than half of them, for example, choose the same version, then a group intention is reached. Update the LSI to AgreedUpon, and invoke the group intention realisation procedure. (3) Otherwise, voting fails, the local user (if s/he is a voter) is notified and a new voting process is initialised. This process repeats until a consensus is reached. It should be noted that voting is a global operation, thus it is timestamped. As soon as the user (voter) chooses one of the versions, this decision message is broadcasted to all the other sites.
Group Intention Realisation
If an agreement is reached among the group, only one version of the object in conflicting is kept, all unwanted versions are deleted, and the corresponding operations in the history buffer can be collected as garbage. 
Garbage Collection
For any executed operation EO in HB, generated at site i then EO must be one of the first rn operations generated at site i and hence will certainly causally precede (thus compatible with) all forthcoming operations to site k. Therefore, EO can be removed from HB. Based on this, a garbage collection procedure has been devised [ 
181.
However, if an operation has been detected conflicting with other operations, then it should not be collected as garbage, even if all operations that are independent of it have been executed at the local site. It will be collected only after the conflict is resolved. Therefore the garbage collection procedure should be revised to reflect the introduction of a multi-versioning approach. Where Tgt(E0) denotes the target object of EO.
Comparison to Related Work
Various locking schemes have been proposed to maintain consistency in cooperative graphics editors. Locking in all existing systems is of conflict prevention. Example systems based on locking include: Aspects [20] , Ensemble [ 121, GroupDraw[S] , and GroupGraphics[ 131. In these systems, a user has to acquire a lock on an object before editing it, thus introducing unnecessary locking overheads, and preventing other users from expressing their intentions on the same object.
In contrast to conflict prevention locking, the conflict control locking approaches proposed in this paper allow conflicts to occur. They provide mechanisms to manage and resolve the conflicts in order to realise a group intention. Therefore the pre-locking overheads are eliminated completely and consequently the responsiveness characteristic of single user editors is preserved. Optional locking has been introduced to avoid the preediting locking in the most common case cooperative editing, where locking is only occasionally needed [2, 191. Nevertheless, it is still on the track of conflict prevention locking. A major problem for it is that there is no reasonable criterion for a user to decide when to request such a lock. An intelligent agent may be introduced to generate optional and implicit locks and eliminate the burden placed on the users, but it adds an extra complexity to the system. In fact, fine-grained optional locking is unnecessary in the sense that most of its functionality can be realised by conflict control locking schemes. However, optional locking may be useful in implementing user defined flexible access control policies.
Locking is a global operation in all pre-locking approaches, whereas locking operations are executed only on the local copies of the document in a distributed fashion in the post-locking approaches, thus time-stamping and propagation are not needed.
Due to the assumption that conflict is rare because people mediate themselves, there are a number of systems that have adopted optimistic approaches without any preediting locking. The major difference among these systems is the way and degree a computer can support the human users in their resolution of rare conflicts. They can be categorised into two approaches, i.e., manual conflict resolution and automatic conflict resolution.
With the automatic conflict resolution approach, local operations can be executed as soon as they are generated to give a quick response. Before an operation from a remote site is executed, it must be checked against executed operations for possible conflicts. If a conflict is detected, either serialisation or merge matrix mechanisms is used to determine which operation's effect will appear without human users' intervention. The serialisation mechanism is adopted by GroupDesign [8] and LICRA [7] , where a total ordering between concurrent operations (or users) is used to determine the final effect, i.e. if operation 0, totally precedes operation Oh, then Ob's effect will overwrite 0,'s. The merge matrix mechanism is implemented in SYNC [ I 11. A merge matrix consists of rows and columns labeled by the operations for an object. The merge matrix entry identified by a particular row operation and column operation determines the action the system will taketypically accepting one operation or the other. SYNC provides default merge matrix settings, which can be configured, even be replaced at runtime.
SYNC can support any number of users, but only in an asynchronous mode of merging.
A consequence of automatic conflict resolution approach is that whenever there is a conflict, only one user's intention can be preserved. The representative postlocking approach proposed in this paper preserves the representative's intention, but this intention may not necessarily be herhis own work. In fact it is a group intention resulting from an informed assessment of the conflicting situation with multiple versions of an object presented.
Automatic resolution approach has the advantage of being efficient. Nevertheless, it is generally infeasible for the system to have the knowledge to properly resolve conflicts among concurrent users. Conflicts are best resolved by cooperative users, with the system providing explicit information about users' actions.
The multi-versioning approach has been adopted in systems, such as Tivoli [9] and GRACE [ I , 171. Both of them rely on the users manually resolving the conflicts without providing any further support except a conflict awareness mechanism, i.e. highlighting the multiple versions of the same object. They belong to the free editing approach mentioned earlier in this paper. The users don't know how long a (lock) synchronisation process will last in a non-deterministic communication network, even if they abide by a social protocol not to further edit the versions. When the version creation process ends, there may be more than one user trying to resolve the conflicts, thus causing further conflicts.
The approaches proposed in this paper can be categorised as system assisted conflict resolution. The system provides facilities, such as locking, locking status indicating, lock abstaining, lock delegating, and voting, to support the users to reach a consistent group intention. To our knowledge, the technical issues and solutions reported in this paper have never been addressed by any other work.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed conflict control locking (post-locking) schemes for conflict resolution and group intention preservation in real-time object-based cooperative graphics editors. With these schemes, no locking request is needed before applying an editing operation to an object, instead, a lock will automatically be generated by the system if a conflict occurs. Thus locking overhead resulting from any conflict prevention locking (pre-locking) approaches is completely avoided. In order to preserve users' conflicting intentions, a multi-versioning approach is adopted. The post-locking . schemes are introduced to restrict the number of versions can be created, to manage the created versions, to facilitate the resolution of the conflicts, and to preserve a group intention. We classify post-locking schemes into three subcategories, i.e. systemic (representative) post-locking, shared exclusive post-locking, and shared inclusive postlocking (here free editing approach is not counted). All of them are fully distributed and highly responsive. Lock ownership assigning rules have been devised for each of them.
With the systemic post-locking approach, algorithms and implementation techniques, such as, lock synchronisation detection, voting, and group intention realisation, are discussed in detail.
Although conflicts can be resolved with the postlocking approaches, group awareness and conflict awareness mechanisms are needed to help minimise the chance of conflict. The user interface issues related to post-locking, such as conflict presentation, locking status and lock ownership indication, should be further investigated.
Although our discussions are based on a graphics editing scenario, apparently the schemes presented in this paper are general in the sense they can be applied to any object-based cooperative editors. The generalisation and application of them to other areas of distributed computing and CSCW is a direction for future exploration.
We are in the process of devising more elaborate and flexible post-locking techniques for conflict resolution in cooperative graphics editors. Work is underway to apply post-locking approaches to cooperative text editors.
